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onald McArthy has been in the business of trading and processing non-ferrous metals, specialty metals, rare earth metals, exotic metals, high temperature
alloys, super alloys and master alloys for decades. While its trading operations involve the
sale and purchase of materials both locally and abroad, all processing is done in-house.
Led by Mr Vinod Kumar, this time-honoured brand is one of very few companies in the
region that provide recycling solutions for such a wide range of materials, and the only
company in Singapore that specialises in large-scale operations serving the aerospace,
oil and gas, and defense industries.
With some 45 years of industry experience, Mr Kumar is widely regarded as a pioneer in
the field of metal recycling. So much so, that his vast market and metallurgical knowledge have earned him the nickname “Encyclopaedia” amongst other industry heavyweights scattered across the globe.
Under Mr Kumar’s leadership, Donald McArthy has developed an extensive end-user
market, accumulated a wealth of technical knowledge, and invested in superior processes and infrastructure. These strengths, combined with the company’s overarching
commitment to sustainable business practices, have enabled it to thrive in the face of
challenges that have forced many others to go under.
“We are constantly seeking to enhance quality, optimise productivity and encourage
innovation, because we recognise the need to adapt to the world around us. Doing so
also allows us to offer our customers and suppliers recycling solutions that yield better margins, better turnaround times and better all-around value,” Mr Kumar remarks.
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DONALD MCARTHY TRADING PTE LTD
In the business of trading and processing non-ferrous metals,
specialty metals, rare earth metals, exotic metals, high temperature
alloys, super alloys and master alloys since 1969.

Most people would consider Donald McArthy an environmentally conscious company
by virtue of the fact that its entire business has been built around incentivising and facilitating the recycling of metal scrap. However, its efforts to protect the environment do
not end there. Donald McArthy has implemented several measures to help reduce its
carbon footprint on a day-to-day basis, and has even adopted a green building strategy
when fitting out its current facility.
The family-run company has also demonstrated a keen sense of social awareness. Donald McArthy’s social responsibility strategy focuses on key considerations such as ethical employment practices, health and safety, stakeholder relations and philanthropy,
as well as a busy social calendar featuring birthday celebrations, health screenings and
other company-sponsored events which reveal the management’s dedication to taking
care of its own.
With its wide network of international partnerships across Asia, the Middle East and
Europe, Donald McArthy is without a doubt one of the most well-known and well-reputed metal recyclers in the world. By continually tightening its operations, updating its
practices and adjusting its approach, Mr Kumar is confident of Donald McArthy maintaining its position as a market leader for many years to come.
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